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Abstract 

This paper is related to the developing an improvised of secured 

memory efficient cloning detection protocol in WSNs using RSA 

Algorithm and is used for efficient transfer of data packets with 

security. NS2 is used as the simulation tool to simulate the outputs. The 

main aim or objective of the proposed work presented in this paper is 

to develop a secured memory efficient cloning detection protocol in 

the mobile adhoc wireless sensor networks. The simulation results 

shows the effectivity of the methodology that is being proposed by us. 
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I. Introduction 

It is a well-known fact that the WSNs are being used widely & deployed for a large range of 

applications from monitoring the environment to medical applications, space applications, 

tracking of objects, etc… In this paper, a routing protocol which is efficient in energy and 

cloning aware detection procedure is being developed that too in a densely populated areas. 

Here, the WSN developed can detect successful cloning attacks on the WSN and hence the 

lifetime of the network can be increased [1][2][3]. 

A ring like structure can be developed and this could be used to facilitate an energy efficient 

data which can be forwarded along the path towards the sink sensor nodes. The sensor’s 

location information and the witnesses which are there in the WSN can randomly be selected 

which are located in a ring like structured area in order to verify the legitimacy of the sensor 
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network. In this context, the detected clone attacks can also be detected and reported to the base 

station. The hubs in the network system needs to transmit the information, it initially sends the 

solicitation request to the observers (witnesses) for authenticity confirmation, and these 

witnesses will report an identified assault/attack if the hub node fails to certify in this context 

[4][5][6]. 

For productive & efficient detection of the clone & its location, typically, a lot of nodal hubs are 

chosen, in the sense selected, which are called observers or witnesses, to help confirm the 

authenticity of the nodal hubs in the wireless network system. In order to achieve a very good 

successful rated detection of clone, selection of the witnesses and verification of the legitimacy 

verification should satisfy 2 important requirements, they are 

1. Random selection of the witnesses 

2. One witness should successfully receive all the verified messages 

for the detection of the clone [7][8][9]. 

Here, we have used the RSA Algo (Rivest–Shamir– Adleman) which is an algorithm that is used 

by the current generation computers for encrypting & decrypting of the datas.   This RS Algo is 

used to avoid the collision attacks and device a secured robust clone detection process. As a 

result of this proposed concept, one can avoid the attacks and eliminate them by the use of some 

malicious sensor nodes. In the work proposed, we have got 100 percent probability detection 

using trusted witnesses. The secured protocol can achieve a very long network life time by the 

effective distribution of the traffic load throughout the m- WSN [10][11][12]. 

II Background work done by the researchers 

Quite a number of researchers have worked on the chosen research topic in this paper. Few of 

them are being addressed here. Y. Xuan, Y. Shen, N.P. Nguyen, and M.T. Thai did some studies 

on the clone detection protocols & in the literature, this can be classified into two different 

categories, i.e., centralized and distributed clone detection protocols. In centralized protocols, the 

sink or witnesses generally locate in the center of each region, and store the private information of 

sensors. When the sink or witnesses receive the private information of the source node, they can 

determine whether there is a clone attack by comparing the private information with its pre-stored 

records. Normally, centralized clone detection protocols have low overhead and running 

complexity. However, the security of sensors’ private information may not be guaranteed, 

because the malicious users can eavesdrop the transmission between 

the sink node and sensors. Moreover, the network lifetime may be dramatically decreased since the 

sensor nodes close to the sink will deplete their energy sooner than other nodes [13][14][15]. 

The authors, M. Conti, R.D. Pietro, L. Mancini and A. Mei worked on the distributed clone 

detection protocols, a set of witnesses are selected to match with every sensor which prevents 

the transmission between the sink and sensors from being eavesdropped by malicious users. 

There were 3 different types of witness selection schemes in distributed clone detection 

protocols, viz., 
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 deterministic selection, 

 random selection, and 

 semi random selection. 

The deterministic witness selection based clone detection protocols like RED choose the same 

set of witnesses for all the sensor nodes. By using of the deterministic witness selection, a low 

communication overhead and a high clone detection probability can be achieved. In addition, 

the required buffer storage capacity of such protocols is very low, which is only related to the 

number of witnesses without considering network scale and node density [16][17][18]. 

In another research work done, a team of networking researchers led by Y. Zeng, J. Cao, S. 

Zhang, S. Guo and L. Xie did extensive research work on the enhancement of the network security, 

the distributed clone detection protocols with random witness selection like LSM were proposed in 

their work, which were closely related to our work. In random witness selection, it is difficult for 

malicious users to acquire the information of witnesses since the witnesses of each sensor are 

randomly generated [19][20][21]. 

However, the randomness of mapping function also increases the difficulty for the source node 

to reach its witnesses, which makes it challenging to achieve a high clone detection probability. 

To ensure the clone detection probability, LSM lets all the nodes in the route between source 

and witnesses store the private information of the source node, which leads to a high 

requirement of data buffer and energy consumption. Thus, it is essential to guarantee the clone 

detection probability with low energy consumption and required buffer storage in clone 

detection protocols with random witness selection approach [22][23][24]. 

Research engineers, M. Zhang, V. Khanapure, S. Chen and X. Xiao did an extensive research on 

the distributed clone detection protocols, such as Parallel Multiple Probabilistic Cells (P-MPC) & 

the quad let proposed a semi-random witness selection approach trying to combine the advantages 

of both random and deterministic witness selection approaches. In this kind of witness selection 

scheme, a deterministic region is generated for the source node according to the mapping function, 

and then witnesses of the source node will be randomly selected from the sensors in this region. 

However, the two-phases witness selection and randomness of the witnesses for each sensor leads 

to a high overhead and time complexity. The energy consumption and the required buffer storage 

of such protocols are lower than the random witness selection approach but higher than the 

deterministic ones [25]. 

III Existing System 

In most of the existing clone detection protocols such as Randomized Efficient and 

Distributed protocol (RED) and Line-Select Multicast protocol (LSM), the required buffer 

storage size depends on the network node density, i.e., sensors need a large buffer to record 

the exchanged information among sensors in a high-density WSN, and thus the required 

buffer size scales with the network node density. Such requirement makes the existing protocols 

not so suitable for densely-deployed WSNs. Most existing approaches can improve the 

successful clone detection at the expense of energy consumption and memory storage, which 

may not be suitable for some sensor networks with limited energy resource and memory 
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storage. Quite a number of dis-advantages exist, to list, some of them are 

 High energy consumption 

 More memory storage 

 Not be suitable for some sensor networks with limited energy resource and memory 

storage. 

 The required buffer storage of sensors is usually dependent on the node density 

IV Proposed System 

In order to overcome the drawbacks of the existing system, a new method of securing and 

avoiding the clone attack is proposed in this paper. Besides the probability of clone detection, 

also the energy consumption and memory storage in the design of clone detection protocol is 

considered in the research work, i.e., an energy & memory efficient distributed clone detection 

routing protocol using some random witness selection concepts are used in the wireless sensor 

networks. The work done here is applicable to any type of general densely populated sensor 

nodes that too in multi-hop sensor nets [26][27][28]. 

 

 

Fig. 1 : Architectural layout of the security in cloning detection WSNs [42] 

Adversaries may be required to compromise for the clone sensor nodes for launching of the 

phishing attacks. An energy efficient ring type cloning detection procedure is developed as 

shown in the Fig. 1 [42], which is done in order to achieve high degree of detection 

probability. This used some random node selection as the witnesses. At the same time, normal 

network operations with good network life time can be achieved using this concept where the 

entire work is being divided into 2 stages, viz., selection of the witness & verification of the 

legitimacy as shown in the Fig. 2 [42]. 
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Fig. 2 : Working principle of the security in cloning detection WSNs [42] 

 

In the former case, the source node (S) sends a private info/data to a set of witness nodes, say hello 

packets and these witness nodes are selected randomly by the use of a mapping function. In the 

latter case, the verification message along with the private data of the source node (S) will be 

transmitted to all the witnesses’ nodes (W). Suppose if any of the witness node receives the 

message successfully, the witness node (W) will forward the message to its witness node header for 

verification. Once the key (similar to the OTP) is given, it will take the message packet and forward 

to another, else it will not. This is how the data is secured and the process of legitimate verification 

is shown in the Fig. 4 [43]. 

 

V Data Flow Diagram / Flow – Chart 
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Fig. 3 : Flow chart of the proposed coding process in the secured clone detection efficient 

energy routing protocol 

VI Procedure 

Once the witness node receives the hello data packet message, the witness header will compare the 

aggregated verified messages with the records which are stored. Suppose if there are multiple 

copies of verification messages which were received by the witness node, then the clone attack is 
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detected by the node and a revocation process has to be set into action. There are a few existing 

iterative filter algos, while fundamentally more strong against arrangement collision attacks by the 

malicious or phishing nodes, than the straightforward averaging techniques, are all things 

considered susceptive to a novel advanced collision attack concepts we present here in this paper 

[29][30][31]. 

An improvement for RSA security algo is proposed in this context by addressing & 

implementing the security issue. The algo developed could be utilized in getting private & 

public keys as the RSA algo uses the multiplication of 2 large prime numbers and thus this 

RSA algo could be used for encryption, decryption as well as for authentication purposes. It has 

to be noted in this context that the keys that are used for encryption & decryption are both 

different. One pair of numbers, say (e,N) is actually called as the public key & is known to all, 

i.e., public like a global variable [32][33][34]. 

Another pair of numbers say, (d,N) is called as the private key or the confidential key and this 

has to be kept secret at any cost and this will be used for the decryption of the text that had been 

encrypted with the public keys. Note that our developed algo has 3 important steps, viz., 

generation of the key, key encryptions & key decryptions. The work proposed has got a wide 

number of advantages such as - it achieves high degree of clone detection probability with 

random witness node selections, can achieve superior performance in terms of the WSN’s n/w 

life time with good data buffering & finally the actual number of buffer storage sensors is 

independent of the sensor nodes, but will be a function of the hop length of the WSN’s radii h, 

i..e, O(h) [35][36][37]. 

Probability of clone detection is achieved as follows. Note that in the distributed type of clone 

detection like the one considered in our work with random witness sensor node selection, the 

clone detection probability actually refers to whether the witness node can successfully receive 

the VFN info or not. The probability of clone detection is defined as the probability that the 

verification info can be transmitted successfully from S to W sensor nodes. In the routing 

protocol designed, the VFN message is actually broadcasted when it is near the witness node 

rings in order to guarantee the security of the WSN.   It is proved in our case that at least 1 of the 

witness node could receive the message, viz., the clone attack can be detected with 1 probability. 

This is how the clone detection is designed in our research work [38][39][40]. 

 

Fig. 4 : Legitimate verification procedure of the S, D, W nodes [33] 

VII  NS-2 Simulation Results 

In this research work, we have proposed a secured memory efficient cloning detection protocol in 
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the mobile adhoc wireless sensor networks using encryption, decryptions keys & by the use of the 

RS algorithm. The coding (script writing) for the development of a wireless sensor networks for 

efficient data transfer schemes is developed in the .NS2 tool by writing .tcl scripts and once it is 

completed, it is tested for its effectiveness as per the algo steps given below as per the flow chart 

shown in the Fig. No. 3. The following specs are used in the simulation process. The sensor 

network of 57 nodes will be deployed in a dimension of (900 × 550) m
2
. The source will be located 

in the centre of the networking field. The transmitting antenna range is 50 meters. It has to be 

noted that the sensor nodes will be moving in the random direction with a minimum speed of 1 m/s 

upto 5 m/s. The simulation time interval is taken as 50 ms [41][42][43]. 

Next, the developed code is saved in a particular folder in the Ubuntu environment. The Ubuntu is 

started next. At the terminal, commands like sudo –s is being used to enter the kernel. The 

password is being set. Next, the source code in which the directory / folder is present is changed 

using cd command. The developed code is run using ns filename.tcl. The command window of the 

NS-2 simulator appears with the simulator start button along with the network animator. Once the 

simulation is started, the node deployment appears on the NS-2 animator screen as shown in the 

Fig. 4 along with the 2 malicious & attacking phishing nodes. Here, we have taken the value of n = 

57 with number of active sensor nodes as 55, remaining 2 are the attacker nodes, which can be 

seen from the Fig. 5 [41]. 

The proposed algorithm developed is incorporated in the .tcl file in the NS2 environment. The 

coding is developed in such a way that 57 sensor nodes are deployed in the network similar 

animator window, the code pattern can be observed in the flow chart shown in the figure 3. The 

data transfer starts from the source node by sending “hello” packets to the sink via the nodes as 

shown in the Figs. 5 – 9 respectively. Once the data transfer starts, attacker nodes starts attacking 

in the middle & starts to steal the information by using phishing nodes, but the proposed algorithm 

immediately identifies which nodes has been attacked by the attacker, ensures the keying is done in 

a proper manner and immediately makes the effect of attacking node on the attacked node 

ineffective and the normal process of the data packet transfer starts [41]. 

In the work considered, first verification of the keys is done first step by step starting from n = 2 & 

ending with n = 55. Simulation takes couple of minutes, passes different stages of data packets 

[44][45][46] 

❖ sending, 

❖ verification, 

❖ encryption, 

❖ decryption, 

❖ cloning, 

❖ witness node selection, 

❖ witness node header selection, 

❖ key verification process 

until the sink or destination node. The simulation step size is taken as 50 ms. Once the data transfer 

is fully successful, the final step is to observe the simulated results from the NAM window 

command prompt by using the commands chmod 777 results.sh & running the shell script 
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./results.sh & the plots of throughput, packet delivery, packets drop, etc… are plotted & the results 

are analyzed from which we can come to a conclusion that the proposed work done is better 

compared to the others, thus establishing the supremacy of the proposed work [47][48][49]. 

 

Fig. 5 : Initial deployment of the 57 nodes with the 2 attacking or malicious nodes (52 & 53) 

 

 

Fig. 6 : Data transfer process (shown in concentric circles) 

 

 

Fig. 7 : Some of the nodes acting as the witness nodes 
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Fig. 8 : Some of the nodes acting as Head-Witness along with attacker nodes dropping off 

the data packets 

 

Fig. 9 : Some of the nodes that have been cloned during the process of attack by the 

malicious nodes (Cloned nodes shown in the black colour) 

 

 

Fig. 10 : Structure of the main program “main.tcl” showing the syntaxes, blue shows the 

steps involved in the development of the code 
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The simulation result shown in the Fig. 11 gives a brief idea about the life of the network vs. the 

number of nodes in the wireless sensor network. The proposed work (red colour) is compared 

with the work done by the other authors by using the MPCL protocol (green colour) which 

shows that our method is far better than MPCL method, thus showing the profoundness of our 

method. The network life time (months) is excellent compared to the other methodology 

[50][51]. 

 

Fig. 11 : Plot of network life time with different sensor code numbers vs. the no. of nodes 

 

Fig. 12 : Plot of average energy vs. the hop length from the sink node 

The simulation result shown in the Fig. 12 gives the graph of average energy vs. the hop 

length from the sink in the wireless sensor network. The proposed work (red colour) is 

compared with the work done by the other authors by using the MPCL protocol (green colour) 
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which shows that our method is far better than MPCL method, thus showing the profoundness 

of our method. The average energy consumption is excellent, very low compared compared to 

the other methodology. It shows that the hop length from the sink node increases, the energy 

consumption of the proposed method decreases far better than the other method [4][5][6]. 

 
Fig. 13 : Plot of the clone detection probability vs. the number of hops 

The simulation result shown in the Fig. 13 gives the graph of clone detection probability vs. the 

number of hops in the wireless sensor network. The proposed work (red colour) is compared 

with the work done by the other authors by using the MPCL protocol (green colour) which 

shows that our method is far better than MPCL method, thus showing the profoundness of 

our method. The probability of the clone detection in the proposed method is very significant, 

very high compared to the other methodology. It shows that the number of hops from the 

sink node increases, the clone detection probability varies but is more significant than the 

other method [1][2][3]. 

 

Fig. 14 : Plot of the data buffering vs. the number of nodes in the wireless sensor network 
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The simulation result shown in the Fig. 14 gives the graph of data buffering vs. the number of 

nodes in the wireless sensor network. The proposed work (red colour) is compared with the 

work done by the other authors by using the MPCL protocol (green colour) which shows that 

our method is far better than MPCL method, thus showing the profoundness of our method. The 

data buffering or the storage requirement in the proposed method is very significant, very high 

compared to the other methodology. It shows that the data buffering is varying, but very high 

compared to the other method [7][8][9]. 

VIII Conclusions 

In this paper, the development of secured memory efficient cloning detection protocol in adhoc 

mobile wireless sensor networks using RS algorithm is presented. Simulation was carried out for 50 

ms & 4 performance characteristics were plotted. From the performance characteristics of the 

network life time with different sensor code numbers vs. the no. of nodes, average energy vs. the 

hop length from the sink node, clone detection probability vs. the number of hops, data buffering 

vs. the number of nodes in the wireless sensor network, it can be observed that the proposed system 

is faring better compared to the work done by others, thus showing the efficacy of the methodology 

developed by us. A routing protocol which is efficient in energy and cloning aware detection 

procedure is being developed that too in a densely populated areas. The main application of the 

WSN routing protocol developed can detect successful cloning attacks on the WSN and hence the 

lifetime of the network can be increased, which could be observed from the simulated results. 
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